January 9, 2019

Addendum 1
Invitation to Bid # 18-44-306991
Bridge Timbers

Addendum number 1 is a correction for the first bridge timber and transportation to FOB point.

The Closing Date for this has not changed. This ITB still closes as follows:
Bids will be received until Jan 24, 2019 @ 3:00 PM. Please reply to notify receipt of addendum.

CHANGES:

The new requirements are as follows:

**Bridge Timber Spec:** Changed to 130A on Grading Rules.
8” x 10” x 12’
TREATED SOFTWOOD BIDGE TIE
"S1E", 8" X 10" - 12FT. SELECT
STRUCTURAL GRADE FIR PER WCLIB
STANDARD GRADING RULES #17,
PARA. 130A "SELECT
STRUCTURAL BEAMS & STRINGERS".
TREATING SHALL BE PER AWPA
SPECIFICATION "C-6", THE
PERSERVATIVE SHALL BE A 50/50

**FOB Transportation:** The manner in which the timbers are transported to Seattle will be whatever is in the best interest of the vendor. It is not limited to railcar.

All other dates, terms and conditions remain unchanged. Please reply to notify receipt of addendum.

Sincerely,

Rob Walker
Contract Administrator